The paper proposes a semantics for contextual (i.e., Temporal and Locative) Prepositional Phrases (CPPs) like during every meeting, in the garden, when Harry met Sally and where I'm calling from. The semantics is embodied in a multi-modal extension of Combinatory Categoral Grammar (CCG). The grammar allows the strictly monotonic compositional derivation of multiple correct interpretations for "stacked" or multiple CPPs, including interpretations whose scope relations are not what would be expected on standard assumptions about surface-syntactic command and monotonic derivation. A type-hierarchy of functional modalities plays a crucial role in the specification of the fragment.
Introduction
In [25] , a temporal semantics for temporal preposition phrases (TPPs) was introduced, free of any syntactic analysis and syntax-semantics interface. This semantics employed some unorthodox operations, referred to as pseudoapplications, as well as semantic operations not triggered by any underlying syntactic manipulation. Furthermore, it used two types of sentential (and, hence, verbal) meanings. Here, we attempt to incorporate a semantics inspired by that of [25] , but cast into the rigid syntax-semantics interface imposed by Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG, [27, 29] ). In addition, we extend the semantics to two varieties of contextual preposition phrases (CPPs): these are the temporal preposition phrases (TPPs) of the earlier account, and Locative preposition phrases (LPPs), discussed in a related approach by [5] , but not treated before in this framework. Of particular interest is mixed modification by both kinds of CPP. The fact that CCG is a strongly lexicalized grammatical theory allows us to bring all operations relating distinct sentential and verbal meanings under the control of lexical rules and morphemes such as tense inflections and the temporal prepositions themselves. We return to this issue in section 3.1.1. Finally, the theory is smoothly extended to (constituent and non-constituent) coordination of CPPs, as expected in a categorial approach, highlighting certain aspects of interpretation in such coordinations.
In spite of its rigidly type-driven character, CCG offers a larger repertoire of operations for manipulating meanings than just functional application. In particular, function composition in its various forms turns out very useful in this context, obviating the need for pseudo-applications. The involvement of type-raising also leads to certain simplifications. A type-hierarchy of functional modalities proposed by [2] , following earlier versions proposed by [14] , [20] , and [19] , plays a crucial role in the specification of the language fragment considered.
A central issue for this paper is the incorporation into the predicate-argument structure of contextual arguments, variables ranging over times (taken here as real intervals) of semantic type i, and locations (taken here as threedimensional regions) of semantic type l. 1 When interpreting such a cascade, whether temporal or locative, the order of CPP-modifications (determining the relative scope of the quantifiers in the CPP-meanings) need not necessarily coincide with the surface order of those CPPs.
(8)
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TPPs and LPPs can mix in their modification.
(10) Longer mixed cascades are possible too, also preposed.
A CPP can associate to and modify either a sentence or a noun in a preceding CPP, as follows.
Note that PP-modification like that in the examples below is excluded from our framework; though occasionally viewed as LPPs in the literature, they do not really modify an event location. Rather, they affect the location of a participant of the event, and as such should be treated as dative complements rather than LPP modifiers. 
CCG
Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) is a strongly lexicalized grammar formalism. The CCG lexicon assigns each terminal symbol (that is, each word in the case of natural language) a finite set of categories. These categories are drawn from a set that can initially be defined in terms of some finite set B of primitive categories (the primitive categories used here are B N P N S ), as follows:
(18) a. If α is a primitive category, then α is a category.
b. If α and β are categories, then α β and α β are categories.
As usual, nothing else is a category.
For example, in the notation used here, the category of a transitive verb such as might be written as follows: 2 The category itself can be thought of as defining a directionally specified function, with the category to the right of a slash defining the syntactic type of an argument, and that to the left defining the syntactic type of the result. 3 The colon ":" pairs the category with an interpretation. Such interpretations (i.e., predicate-argument structures) are represented as usual by λ-terms, expressions in some higher-order language akin to (the extensional sublanguage of) Montague's IL. When presenting λ-terms, we include the type of the abstracted variable as a superscript in the abstraction itself, but omit it in the body of the term.
In what follows, we will overload the term "category" to refer both to the original purely syntactic definition, and to the pairing of such a category with an interpretation.
The lexicon used here will become apparent as the theory unfolds, and is summarized in an appendix.
Categories combine with other categories by Combinatory Rules. language like English must be very severely constrained, either by limiting the combinatory rules themselves, as in [29] , or by "modalizing" the categories in relation to the rules, as we do here, following [2] . Figure 1 follows [2, 3] in assuming that function categories are "modalized," as indicated by a subscript on their slash, and that slash modalities are features in a type hierarchy, drawn from some finite set M (the modalities used here are M ¨ © C ). The most general type " " of slash subsumes two more specialised types "© " " ", which in turn subsume the most restricted type "¨", as in Figure 2 . The crossed composition rules are restricted to categories which are compatible with a "permuting" modality indicated by the subscript annotation on the slashes in the rules. 5 We therefore rewrite the definition (18) of categories as follows: (20) a. If α is a primitive category, then α is a category.
b. If α and β are categories, then α µ β and α µ β are categories, where µ M .
Slashes in lexical categories also bear modalities, which limit the rules which can apply to them. The most permissive slashes and £ will be abbreviated as plain slashes, and respectively. We can therefore continue to write the category of the transitive verb as in (19) . Since they subsume the slashes of type , categories bearing this most general type can combine by the crossed rules. However, neither categories bearing the slash types This treatment of extraction immediately generalizes to unbounded relativization and right node raising, capturing many other extraction and coordination phenomena including various forms of "nonconstituent" coordinations and restrictions on extraction attributed to the Empty Category Principle ( [27, 29] ).
Since type-raising, viewed as case, can in English as in Latin be regarded as a process of the morpho-lexicon rather than syntax (albeit a much more ambiguous one than in the latter language), and since we do not wish to burden the reader with syntactic notation, or distract them by this categorial ambiguity, we will not distinguish between (nominative, accusative, etc.) type-raised versions of categories like NP, NP N, and the like, writing them indiscriminately as NPF , NPF " N , and so on (the up-arrow as a reminder that these are in fact second-order functional categories).
Since the present paper is primarily semantic in focus, the reader is directed to [27, 29, 2] and authors cited therein for detailed motivation in terms of syntax and semantics of coordination, relativization, and intonation structure in English and other languages for CCG and its specific inventory of combinatory rules.
The contextual variables problem
In order to deal with temporal/spatial adjuncts like in every meeting, in the garden, when Harry met Sally or where I'm calling from, we must consider sentences as having (temporal and locative) extents, and temporal and spatial adjuncts as functions over such extents.
We will show that to do this with the generality demanded by the observations in Section 1, it is necessary to identify propositions with functions over event-extents, of type
, where i (for interval) is the type of a temporal extent and l (for location) is a type of a spatial extent, rather than individuals of type t (i.e., truth-values) as is .
To paraphrase Lewis' observation concerning simplicity ( [18] )-where we promised truth, we deliver functions from functions from event-extents to truth to functions from event-extents to truth. In the next section we show that this type-inflation is both necessary and desirable, because it allows us to assign some novel types to modifiers to support a correct semantics of nominal and sentential contextual modification.
Cascading modification of CPPs
In this section, we develop the part of the formalism that allows cascading CPP-modification. For simplicity of presentation, we first consider the case where the cascade of CPPs is entirely sentence-final.
Ordered cascading
We start by considering the interpretation of cascaded CPPs in their surface order of appearance.
For ease of presentation, we find it convenient to assume that CPP-modification is sentential modification, occurring after the verb has combined with its complements (including the subject). The changes needed for viewing CPPs as VP-modifiers are presented at the end of 3.1.5. The sentences considered here can be seen (at least as a first approximation) as "event-reporting" sentences. (We intend to treat "state-reporting" sentences elsewhere.) Events here are taken to have a pair of event-extents: an event-time J and an event-location L.
Sentences are of category S, and their meanings are contextual Modifiers having the form λP
(or t for short), in which the event-time and event-location are both existentially quantified over (but see the discussion below regarding different quantifications), and are included within the respective contextual arguments. For example,
within the range of quantification of the CPP-quantifiers on their own J and L (or functions thereof), as we'll see below. Thus, the contextual extents "implement" the function of a sentence as a CPP-modificand.
We note that in existentially quantifying over J and L, we are simplifying in order to ease the notational burden on the reader. In fact, these event-extents are more like definites, or the generalized skolem-terms used in place of existentials in [30] . The present use of existentials has some minor undesirable consequences that we will point out as they arise, and should be taken as merely a placeholder for a more precise account.
The role of P ¡ J L¢ in the sentential meaning will become clear when dealing with a sentence serving as a sentential complements of temporal prepositions, in Section 5. It will restrict the range of the the contextual extents of the matrix sentence (the modified one) to fall within the scope of the existential quantifiers of the event-extents in the CP-complement sentence.
10
The parenthesization of the arguments emphasizes the point made earlier: the x y arguments (the subject and object, respectively, in the transitive case), correspond to syntactic arguments, when a verb is applied as a syntactic function to concatenated complements. On the other hand, the contextual I J M L arguments do not correspond to syntactic arguments.
We describe how sentence meanings are compositionally derived after first considering verb-meanings, projecting them lexically, and then the meanings of their complements, noun-phrases.
Verbal meanings
The main property of (eventive) verbs, besides combining with their complements (assumed here to be nounphrases), is their meaning inducing the above mentioned contextual modifier when projecting sentences.
We thus assume the following categorization of verbs. 11
Intransitive verbs v: S NP
: λx e λP ¡ i ¡ lt¢ ¢ λI i λM l ¢ J i ¢ L l $ ¡ x¢ ¡ J L¢ J I L M P ¡ J L¢ .
Transitive verbs v:
Thus, instead of the earlier version (19), we have
(Again, we note that the existential quantifiers here are place holders for a more constrained (but verbose) definition in terms of definites.)
In [26] , there is a discussion of the origin of the structure of verbal meanings, seen there as having the temporal extent and quantifiers that bind it contributed by tense and aspect. The origin of the locative extent remains unspecified. In the remainder of the paper, we deal only with tensed sentences that start with a verb-contributed existential quantifier on event-extents. Here we briefly consider the more general case.
There are other verb categories which are partly specified by the prepositions involved and by verbal inflections (less completely in English than in, for example, Spanish or Russian), embodying universal quantification. A typical example is the following: 12
specified R rather vaguely as a temporal "point", whereas we specify it as a region of both time and space. Second, Reichenbach did not specify the implications for embedded clauses, or distinguish the relational use of R as either anaphoric or bound. We explicitly assign every tensed clause its own R-equivalent I and M, and distinguish these elements from the contextual reference point "then/there". This last point is anticipated by [15] , [27] and [28] . 10 We note in passing that, contrary to [7] , the two event-extents are independent of each other, each being separately modified by an CPP. In [7] it is suggested that event-locations are functionally determined by event-times, an approach that disallows separate modifiability, and hence appears to be empirically incorrect.
11 These particular verbs happen to have the most general slash-type. This is not always the case for verbal arguments. 12 We note that
behaves as the spatial analog of
In [25] and [24] this is accounted for by deriving its meaning from a more primitive, unquantified stem form (referred to as "undetermined" there), which in present terms can be presented as follows.
The verb inflection 13 is responsible for both quantifier selection (i.e., determination), and binding by a quantifier the λ-bound temporal contextual argument, by a process discussed in section 3.1.7 under the name "finalization". This inflection could be viewed as a morpheme bearing one or more categories of the following general form (for the transitive case): 14
where § is an aspectual class such as event and is a tense such as past, and q is the quantifier characterizing the aspectual class § . Here δ¤ is an explicit semantic operation of determination that must take place as a lexical process, creating the quantified (including the P
I M arguments) verb-meaning. This operator is given by (for a schematic quantifier¨, and a transitive verb),
For example, the effect of past tense morphology upon the verb is the eventive, existential quantifier case exclusively discussed in the previous sections:
However, in English, unlike some other languages, past tense morphology (unlike the present tense) is ambiguous among a number of aspectual categories, including an iterative aspect, yielding a second category:
Other determinations, such as habitual or futurate stative ( [28] ), are also required.
Thus, we follow [26] in attributing [25] 's operation of determination to the influence of tense and aspect. Since these are syntactically marked, prepositions and prepositional phrases are free to subcategorize for particular aspects.
Prepositional phrases like
S S are free to combine with either aspectual type (by convention, if an attribute is unrestricted as to value, we suppress the attribute-value feature entirely):
disambiguates the aspect of its complement.
Again, following [26] (in spirit if not to the letter), in the process of "finalizing" a sentence whose modification is complete, the syntactic tense marker additionally determines a binding for I by conjoining a predication like ¢ § ¡ I¢ 6 ! # " ¡ I¢ , to the meaning derived above, as alluded to in our discussion of Finalization in section 3.1.7 below. We assume that a side-effect of such predication is to bind I to a contextually available past reference time, related to Reichenbach's R. 15 It is an advantage of the present account that the purely syntactic propagation 13 We refer here to what [26] calls the "semantic inflection", which may be distinct from its actual morphological realization; thus, past tense in English need not necessarily be realized by means of 'ed'.
14 Naturally, one would want to schematize over intransitive, transitive, etc., verbal categories -we ignore such refinement for present purposes. 15 Presumably, a similar spatial reference point must be available to bind the locative contextual variable M.
of the tense feature from the lexical category of the tensed verb to the final sentence (over any number of CPP modifications), guarantees that it is the outermost I that gets tense bound. This effect is achieved by purely local operations, escaping criticism by [26] of [25] .
Thus, the logical form in (24) is only one among a number of other aspectual varieties induced by tensed morphology. A more detailed and complete account of these lexical processes in a categorial grammar framework over a full temporal ontology of the kind discussed in [28] remains a topic for further research. 16
Nominal and noun-phrase meanings
The traditional meaning of nouns, of basic category N, is of type x¢ . Here, as in [25] , nouns acquire a relational meaning of type
, having contextual extents as arguments, and having their own extents located within the contextual ones (or functions thereof). Each entity x of type e that satisfies a nominal property will have associated with it by a model two extents, as follows. The functions τ and σ that map individuals onto temporal and spatial extents are discussed at length below in the context of temporal expressions like after every meeting and in a garden. In [25] , this contextuality of nouns (and the relational meaning it induces) was attributed to them only within the scope of a (temporal) preposition. However, since individual descriptions such as the president of the United States also have temporal extents we do this for all common nouns. Note that this (double-)contextuality is needed both for generating correct noun-phrase meanings (as described below) and for supporting noun-modification by CPPs, as in examples (12) and (14), as described in Section 4.
Thus, the meaning of a common noun is given by r n ! "
, when appearing in a non-temporal and non-locative context, we can assume (akin to a meaning postulate), that in every model
Thus, the two inclusions in the contextual extents are trivially satisfied and can be ommitted from logical forms (but see the discussion at the end of 3.1.3).
Further justification for having every noun doubly contextualized appears later on.
It is important here to note that, as common in all model-theoretic semantics, the extents assigned to nouns by models are arbitrary. Those extents can influence containment among elements in the noun's denotation. It is only world-knowledge (or other pragmatical considerations) that can exclude such "undesired" containments. Thus, by world knowlege, months contain weeks and not vice-versa; meetings take place within summers, but do not last over summers, etc. However, in arbitary models, such restrictions do not apply. We return to this point when discussing out-of-order CPP modification.
We now turn to noun-phrase meanings. The traditional meaning of
as a generalized quantifier is written as follows in the present notation:
For example, consider the following minimal sentence:
16 One kind of sentence, discussed in [26] (and attributed there to [11] ) is that of "long dependencies", exemplified by
There is a reading where the meeting time is before the (claimed) arrival time, and not before the claim itself. We have not yet considered intensional contexts of verbs requiring sentential complements. This too remains a question for further research. 
The nominative instance of type-raising that is relevant to (27) is the following:
Such quantifier categories expect the semantic type of their argument to be a function ¡ et¢ . Figure 3 shows the usual determiner meanings inducing generalized quantifiers, whose standard syntactic category is NPF (24) . Even though the standard meanings seem to be deeply rooted in semantic theories, they were proposed in a setting where a verb carried a simple predicative denotation of type ¡ et¢ . Now that verb denotations have been changed, a determiner expects a different complement denotation. Figure  4 shows the new denotations for determiners, inducing contextual modifiers when applied to noun-meanings and then to verb-meanings. Note that their syntactic category remains intact, as a function NP F N from nouns to type-raised NP. We refer to such meanings as temporal-locative generalized quantifiers (TLGQs).
For the sake of simplicity, we will treat proper nouns like r p ¦ 2 § 7 © ¤ ! a s rigid designators (i.e., sameness of designation across times and locations), lexically raised to the level inducing an contextual Modifier after application to verbmeanings, as:
-where . . . again stands for the arguments of the verb other than the first one. In the case of the nominative, there are no further arguments, so the instance relevant to (27) is as follows:
Sentential meanings
The verb-meanings described above generate the required sentence-meanings as follows. (For brevity, we describe the intransitive case only.) First consider sentence (27) ,
From the above, we have
Consider a subject-quantified sentence like the following:
(28)
The noun-phrase has the following revised interpretation:
The meaning of (28) is therefore the following:
c an be viewed here as a non-temporal, non-locative noun, based on the assumption on τ σ for such nouns this reduces to S : λP 
the restriction is that τ ¡ x¢ I, i.e., there is/was a time within the contextual time I, at which x is/was a fugitive; such a time is not related to (and certainly need not be equal to) the event-time of rejoicing, J. Thus, the correct prediction is obtained. Note that this issue is quite orthogonal to our main interest, namely, CPP-modification. Therefore, we henceforth assume that nouns in the main clause bear atemporal meanings (like
We discuss a further process of finalization, whereby sentential meaning reduces further to a specific proposition, in section 3.1.7.
Temporal and locative prepositions
The preposition meanings given below have the following characteristics: ¥ They assume that adjuncts semantically compose their meanings with the sentential meanings that they modify.
¥
They contribute 17 an context-shift (either temporal or locative) to the compositional meaning construction. More precisely, every preposition p has associated with it a shift-function F p , of a contextual-argument and 17 Of course, the same prepositions may have additional meanings. For example, as noted by a referee, in the sentence
' does not shift any extent of the failing event(s). We are concerned in this paper only with the context-shift meaning of temporal/locative prepositions.
an event-extent. For a temporal p, the function is F p
These functions carry the actual lexical meaning of the preposition 18 .
They omit any detailed specification of those lexical meanings. To do so would require a richer ontology and mathematical treatment. Some are easy. For example, F after ¡ I J¢ yields the subinterval from the end of J to the end of I, while F before ¡ I J¢ yields the subinterval from the beginning of I to the beginning of J (where J I for both cases). We refer to [25] for more details, and for other interpretations, e.g., "just before". We will not even try to describe F behind ¡ M L¢ in words. See, for example, [31] for the finer locative relations' specification via vectors.
Some prepositions, like
have a trivial shift of the form F p ¡ I J¢ J, and could have been simply omitted. We retain them in logical forms for the sake of a transparent, uniform treatment.
Another major concern, the importance of which will become apparent when "long" cascades of CPPs are considered, is that TPP-meanings and LPP-meanings should be mutually composable (in both directions). This means, that viewing each kind of CPP as modifying one context only will not work -it will block composability. We need each CPP-meaning to relate both extents, leaving one intact and modifying the range of quantification for the other. Another argument for the double-contextualization of all temporal/locative nouns is presented when noun-attachment of CPPs is discussed.
All this leads to the following categorization of the temporal preposition
(and the like 19 -deferring treatment of TPs like
, which involve a non-trivial time-shift, to a later stage), and the locative preposition 3 ( . For post-sentential CPP, we have the following types: 20
Note that temporal prepositions shift only the temporal context, while locative prepositions shift only the locative context.
The above leads to the following kind of TPP-meaning:
M¢
Similarly for LPP:
Note that the NPs are raised here (over the preposition type) to a higher type, for example
S P I M¢
18 But see the discussion on veridicality in 5.0.1 19 Some prepositions, for example ' , have both a temporal and locative meaning. For ease of reading, we denote them in logical forms as in t and in l , respectively. 20 The "associative" modality £ is used in the IP categories to permit preposition stranding to occur via harmonic composition. On other assumptions the more restrictive modality ¤ would be appropriate. The unrestricted slash on the modifier slash is required to permit "Heavy NP shifted" sentences like
via backward crossed composition ( [27] ). We defer discussion of these topics to a later paper.
CPP modification
Finally, we reach the stage of sentence modification via CPP. The CPP is syntactically applied (as dictated by its category) to the sentence. However, the CPP-meaning has the effect of lexically function-composing the component contextual modifiers. Bound variables are renamed for readability.
TPP-modification:
We compute the meaning of (2).
Paraphrasing, this means that (as expected) for every pair of event-extents within the context, which are extents of a meeting-event, there is a subinterval of the meeting temporal extent, which together with the contextual locative extent form the event-extents of a kissing event (of John by Mary).
LPP-modification:
Recomputing the meaning of (4), we get
Similarly, the location of the kissing is included within that of the garden, while the kissing-time is only restricted by the temporal context.
The prepositions considered so far were those that only restrict the basic event-extents by inclusion in the respective event-extents of the modifier -that is, where F during
x¢ , and so on. As mentioned before, another major class of prepositions induce more complicated relations between the event-extents.
We get the following lexical categorizations. 
¢
N P :
, taking sentential complements, is discussed in Section 5). Similarly for
Consider now the following examples.
(34)
By similar derivations as before we obtain
Here, the kissing-event is shifted to a time subsequent to the meeting-time, and again the kissing-location is unrelated to the meeting-location, restricted only by the locative context. Similarly,
We have been assuming, for ease of presentation, that CPPs are sentential modifiers. However, it is well-known that on a finer analysys, CPPs should be VP-modifiers, to allow handling, for example, Verb-Phrase Ellipsis (VPE), as in
We sketch here how such a refinement can be carried out.
First, the category of prepositions is slightly changed, so as to render a CPP a predicate modifier. Abbreviating S NP to V P, we put
M¢ which results in
This V P is now available as an antecedent for V PE by whichever method of Categorial Grammar used in general for V PE. Again, for keeping the presentation simpler, we retain viewing CPPs a sentential modifiers.
Cascaded CPP-modification
Suppose we now want to calculate the meaning of (3). Then, by
This reduction establishes the required cascaded meaning, which can be paraphrased as follows: there are a temporal interval and a spatial region (within the contextual parameters) which are a summer time and location, and every subinterval of the temporal extent which is a meeting-time, itself contains a subinterval which, together withsome subregion of the locative context, are an event-time and an event-location of a kissing of John by Mary.
Note the scope relations of the quantifiers: The last-attached CPP introduces the quantifier with the highest scope. This has a certain effect when the cascading includes time-shifting prepositions. Consider the following example.
(37)
For the cascaded attachment, employing the same method as before, we get
Under this reading, the kissing has to occur between the beginning of the morning and the beginning of the meeting. We refer to this as the "short" reading. This sentence has also a "long" reading, in which the kissing may occur between the beginning of the contextual interval and the beginning of the meeting (not necessarily in the morning). We return to this reading, obtained via a noun-attachment of
, in Section 4. A similar ambiguity, but related to three-dimensional regions, obtains for a sentence like
So far, interpretations for constructions of the general form sentence CPP 1 That is, for the running example, we would get the following category for the fragment
M¢ ! This is a TLGQ or sentential modifier category, which when applied to the interpretation of
will yield the same interpretation as before. Generalizing to arbitrary cascades, we can view their meaning as resulting from first composing all CPP-meanings (still in their surface order), an observation that will be important in section 6, where we discuss the fact that all such cascades can (under the assumption that all "like types" can coordinate) undergo "non-constituent" coordination, as in sentences like the following:
Finalization of sentential meaning and entailment
An alert reader will have noticed that the meanings we attribute to (affirmative) sentences do not conform to the traditional view of them as expressing propositions and taking part in entailment. To reconcile our approach with the traditional view, we have to "finalize" (as in [25] ) the sentential meanings with a "once-only" semantic operation, taking place once it is determined that the sentence is neither a complement of another preposition, nor is it further modified by another CPP. There are two points to take care of.
¥
We have to "get rid" of λP
and the conjunct P ¡ J L¢ in the sentential meaning. We do it by viewing the sentence as a complement of a "fictitious", vacuous, preposition, binding P to the constant predicate P 0
, holding for every pair of extents. The conjunct true can be safely removed from the meaning expression. As we shall see in the sequel (when considering sentential complements of prepositions), this part of the finalization need not take place at the very end of a derivation. Rather, it takes place when the P argument is not needed anymore, i.e., the sentence will no longer need to capture extents under its scope. The very end is just one such occasion. Let us refer to this binding of P to the trivial contextual relation as "semi-finalization".
We have to decide how to treat the binding of the contextual-extents I M. There seem to be two reasonable ways to proceed.
1. Bind I to the whole 21 real line, and M to the whole space. This results in a meaning resembling traditional representations of eventive sentential meanings, as existentially quantified over event-extents.
2. Leave I M as free variables, getting values as usual from an assignment g, which participates in the satisfaction and entailment relations.
The latter seems the better option, as it opens the way to incorporating sentential meaning into discourse, that can determine the assignments to I and M in much the same way as the compositional account, albeit via anaphoric reference. This issue touches issues of (formal) pragmatics, and we will not elaborate on it any further. However, we note that something of this kind is clearly necessary, if we are ever to correctly interpret the "pronominal" effect of tense in utterances like the following, when uttered in a car driving along the highway (from [23] ):
Preposed cascades
Consider now (6), repeated below.
In order to handle this surface order, the CPP has to have the following rightward-looking category, identical in meaning to the leftward-looking version:
Unlike the backward IP category, the forward one must be modally restricted using the "application only" modality, in order to block overgeneralization of word order and the parasitic gap construction discussed in [27] . We defer detailed discussion of this restriction to a later occasion.
Out-of-order cascading
Consider the following sentence, permuting the order of CPPs in (3).
(44)
By employing the technique delineated in Subsection 3.1, we obtain the following meaning, which says that every meeting-time contains a summer-time, which contains a kissing event-time. This meaning might be ruled out due to world knowledge, where meetings do not span over summers.
However, (44) also carries a more reasonable meaning equivalent to that of (3), namely
To get this reading, . By assumption this must be accomplished directly by the combinatorics of syntactic derivation. This reading can be analysed in semantic terms as the application of an "out of order" composition of the two modifier meanings to the core proposition. Since CPPs also have the "rightward-looking" category that was introduced to handle preposed CPPs, as in (42), there is a temptation at this point to toy with the idea of deriving the desired reading syntactically via the rule of forward crossed composition, However, this temptation has to be resisted. First, the above derivation is currently ruled out by the modality of the forward modifier preposition category. Relaxing the modality immediately lets in the overgenerations referred to in section 3.2 which motivated the original restriction.
More importantly, when we come to discuss noun modifier CPPs in section 4, we will find that exactly the same crossing readings are available for NPs like the subject of the sentence Some meeting last summer in every conference was cancelled. Yet noun modifiers have no forward-modifying category, as is evident from the ill-formedness of the following:
A further reason to eschew crossed composition of modifiers is that it compromises the Church-Rosser property of the calculus: derivations that are equivalent when normalized no longer deliver identical interpretations.
We must therefore exercise the only remaining degree of freedom that CCG allows, and achieve the same effect of "out of order" composition via a further lexical entry for IPs. The category of CPPs themselves can be schematized as follows: 22
The corresponding temporal and locative categories for 
These IP categories then reduce by the application of a raised NP to them, as in (33), to give "out-of-order composing" TPP categories like the following, which is an instance of schema (46):
, this category yields the following "cross-composed" meaning for the fragment
CPPs with the new category can also cross-compose CPPs of different kinds, temporal and locative.
Since both combining IIPs may themselves have been derived by composition-for example as in (39)-the scopepermuting category (46) allows many alternative readings. Thus for a cascade of n 2 CPPs, we can, by judicious choice between scope-inverting and -non-inverting CPP categories, and between sequences of composition versus 22 The ¤ modalities are simply to play safe in the absence of any reason to generalize. application, generate permuted interpretations of the CPPs, inducing quantifier scopes not necessarily in the surface order. (This observation also is relevant to the discussion of coordination below, since coordinates like (40) can now carry such permuted meanings.)
The same permutability inheres to preposed CPP cascades for the scope-inverting category.
However, for n 6 3, not every permutation of
n¢ is generable. For example, for four CPPs, the following permutation is not generable, forcing the prediction that the corresponding reading is not available. Unfortunately, it is hard to verify this prediction of a limit on IIP scope scrambling, since it only applies to cascades of length greater than 3. It is hard to interpret long CPP-cascades, and even harder to form such cascades that are neutral with regards to world knowledge. As an approximation to such an idealization, consider
Because the previously-mentioned permutation is not generable, the following paraphrase is a reading predicted not to exist for (50): (within the contextual interval) there is a weekend s.t. for every vacation within it, there is a conference within the vacation, s.t. for every meeting within that conference Mary kissed John. On the other hand, since (2,1,4,3) is a generable permutation of (1,2,3,4), the following paraphrase is predicted to be an available reading: (within the contextual interval) for every meeting and every vacation within it, there is a conference within that vacation and a weekend within the conference during which Mary kissed John.
When there is both a pre-sentential CPP-cascade and a post-sentential one, our account predicts that each will permute independently. No reading will be available where the two sets of scopes intercalate: either the whole preposed cascade (possibly internally permuted) has scope over the post-posed cascade (also possibly internally permuted), or vice-versa.
Noun modification by CPPs
Consider the following variant of (12) .
Under the previous analysis, we get the meaning paraphrased as: there exists a Monday s.t. in every meeting on that Monday a kissing event took place. However, the more natural reading is paraphrasable as: during every meeting on any Monday, Mary kissed John. Thus, the universal quantifier on meeting times and locations outscopes the existential quantifier on Mondays. This interpretation seems to reflect a noun-modifying bracketing, as follows:
Similar considerations apply to the following sentence:
Again, under the previous analysis, we get the reading: there exists a garden, such that in every meeting in it, Mary kissed John. Once again, the more natural reading is: Mary kissed John in every meeting in any garden; the universal quantifier on meeting times and locations again outscopes the existential quantifier on garden locations, reflecting the folowing bracketing:
One might expect it to be possible to separate the temporal and locative nouns, having each kind induce its own CPP. 23 We mentioned already that for mutual composability of the induced CPP-meaning (needed for out-oforder evaluation), all nouns have to be doubly-contextualized. Below we present another argument for doublecontextuality of all nouns.
The argument comes from the existence of nouns that can be both temporally and locatively modified by CPPattachment to them. Thus we have both
and even (57)
It may even be the case that the same noun is used both for temporal and locative modification, as in
It seems that double-contextuality is called for here too.
Note that there are many nouns that do not allow for such doubly-contextual interpretation. For example, (60) (*)
are both ill-formed, each of the nouns allowing only one kind of CPP-modification.
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The nouns that do allow doubly-contextual modifications are typically nominalizations, or other nouns related to events. On a finer analysis, this should be treated by finer categorization, making explicit the above distinction, possibly using features. To keep matters simple, we proceed under the assumption that all nouns are amenable to doubly-contextualized modification.
We start by assigning the IPs,
and $ G ( in this case, another categorization, making them induce a noun modifier (in addition to the previous inducing of a sentential modifiers). Here are the details. 25
is a generalized quantifier NP F instantiated in this case as:
the result is:
23 Indeed, in [25] , TNs had the forms (in our current notation) λx e λI i M. 24 We disregard the interpretation of (61) that arises in sentences like The first morning in the garden, Adam said to Eve "How d'you like them apples?" as meaning "morning during their sojourn in the garden", as opposed to "mornings that occurred in the garden and not elsewhere". 25 The £ modality is required to allow cluster coordinations like
, and to disallow certain overgeneralizations like
that would otherwise arise via backward crossed composition.
M¢
Recall that the noun
has the following category:
yields:
Finally, after combining as before with
. We thus obtain
we show the effect of combining a time-wrapping preposition with a noun-modified CPP. Consider
As before, we have
In addition, we have as usual
-which yields the following:
This composed modifier generates the "long reading" once combined with a modified sentence.
As in the case of sentential CPP modifiers, we assume that these readings involve a further category
for CPPs, arising from the following category for nominal IPs. The corresponding temporal and locative categories for 3 (
are as follows (cf. (47) and (48):
Sentential Complements of TPs
We now turn to the treatment of TPPs in which the IP is complemented by a sentence. Consider the following example.
(66)
For the interpretation of 
Note the "ignoring" of L 1 , by which the locative extents of S 1 S 2 are unrelated, only their temporal extents are related.
For
, as usual we have the following category:
Applying the former to the latter, we get the following:
Finally, the TPP modifies the base sentence as before.
This logical form can be paraphrased as Within the contextual extents, there exists an event-time and an eventlocation of an arrival (by Sue), such that before that event-time there exists another event-time, and event-location, of a kissing (of John by Mary). Note how the P-argument of the meaning of e E % 2 § 7 © R © g 5 % %
"captures" the modified sentence and restricts its event-extents. This "implements" the function of a sentence as a preposition-complement.
We note that this interpretation is one place where our simplification in using existential quantification over the event extents J 1 L 1 etc. comes back to haunt us. 26 Since the models for
The present theory does not explain the fact that example (66) forces a meaning involving a unique arrival of Sue within the contextual interval. We assume that this constraint arises from the aspectual character of Sue arrived as an achievement whose consequent state of Sue's being present precludes any further instances of Sue arriving-that is, from the same aspectual character that also notoriously rules out examples like *Sue arrived all night. We leave the integration of a theory of such aktionsarten with the present theory as a problem for further research.
. This reading is analogous to the effect of noun-modification by CPPs discussed in Section 4.
The application of a type-raised NP
to the preposition meaning yields the following category for the adjunct:
M¢
This can combine with a sentence such as the following:
The result is as follows:
This sentence can in turn become the complement of a preposition like
Clearly, when combined with a modified sentence this generates the "long reading". 27
Veridicality of
The observant reader will have noticed, at this stage, a certain symmetry between the meanings of § % x V @ © and Y 7 b x F $ 1 © ¤ . For both, the meanings are veridical wherby both φ be f ore ψ and ψ a f ter φ imply both φ and ψ (at the appropriate contextual arguments). It has been argued, based on examples like
meaning). This would mean using a branching-time temporal ontology, i.e., some Kripke structure, in contrast to the linear-time used here. However, as we adhere to a strict type-driven approach, such an extension will be best handled once a good characterization is found for the verbs in the main clause that give rise to such worldknowledge dependent readings ("died-like") verbs, or to the relation between this verb and the verb in the temporal clause complementing the preposition
("diffuse-explode" pairs). To date, we are not aware of any such characterizations. Type-theoretically, the above examples cannot be told apart from veridical readings in
It is not at all clear how such a characterization might look like. Can semantics really reflect (whose?) beliefs about the possibility of resurrection?
Quantified sentences as temporal preposition complements
Let us consider next the effect of a (universal) quantifier in the sentence complementing a TP -for example, a universally quantified subject:
For the (preposed) preposition we have:
M¢

6
I M¢
We repeat here the sentential complement (28) , without the redundant contextual inclusions in
Combining, we get 
M¢
This yields the "multiple applauses" reading, where there is a separate applause (with its own event-time and event-location) per girl smiling.
In order to get the "single applause" reading, where there is one applause after all girls have smiled, we need another lexical meaning for § % x V @ © . It will create an event-time for a "cumulative" event, including the event-times of all individual smiling events. The event-time of the "applause event" will be located after this fictitious cumulative event. For this, we semi-finalize the sentential complement of § % x V @ 7 ©
. We have
By combining with 
Coordination of contextual preposition-phrases
In this section we treat the various form of coordination involving CPPs, both constituent and non-constituent coordination. Both have long been considered as strongholds of categorial grammar in its various forms. As we see, this issue brings to light one major point, the question of how many events are involved in a (binary) CPPcoordination. It also highlights coordinability of temporal and locative CPPs. Note that here we again capitalize on the CCG power; the direct approach in [25] , without type-raising, would not yield the required results.
The use of multimodal CCG allows us to treat coordination as arising from a proclitic category for conjunctions
Here x 1 x 2 range over arbitrary conjoinable terms of the same semantic type. If the type is t, then ' ' is standard conjunction. For higher-order types, we have the usual (pointwise) recursive definition as in [22] λx
where X r z x! denotes substituting z for all free occurrences of x in X.
Constituent Coordination of contextual preposition-phrases
Consider the following sentences:
Similarly, for (74), we get
These meanings leave to pragmatics the question mentioned earlier of how many kissing events are implicated by a coordinated-CPP modification like (75) or (74). The semantics provides a double existential quantification on event-times and even-locations, but the pairs
Note that those two NP-meanings are assumed to be similarly raised within a coordination. By combining with the preposition meaning 
Similarly, we consider the coordination of the prepositions themselves. Consider the sentence , we take its category as typed-raised over that of a preposition. sentences), and highlighting the relationship between adjuncts modifying heads (in contrast to combining heads with complements). In particular, by an appeal to crossed-composition, we have been able to restrict the available out-of-order interpretations of cascaded CPP modifications. In addition, we have been able to account smoothly for (constituent and nonconstituent) coordination within CPPs, highlighting the issue of one event vs. two events in their interpretation, and transcending the methods employed in [25] .
Under some simplification (such as allowing every noun to be modifiable both temporally and spatially), we achieved a striking uniformity between the two contextual extents, characterizing events. This view is reinforced by the coordinatability of CPPs modifying the different extents. We have as yet no explanation for the fact that temporal prepositions tend to be more compatible with sentential complements than are locative ones.
As already indicated in [24] , the theory extends naturally to stative sentence modification by temporal CPPs. We defer a full categorial grammar account of stative sentences to another occasion. Another extension of the theory, pertaining to cumulative readings (using plural times/locations), as in 
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